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1: Which of the following statements is correct regarding the differences between Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)
A. EAI is the next progression of a SOA. It allows applications to interact more easily.
B. SOA solves all the problems associated with EAI.
C. EAI solved many problems with integrating applications. SOA is the next evolutionary step.
D. SOA allows systems to be tightly coupled eliminating the loose coupling inherent with EAI.
**Correct Answers: C**

2: Which one of the following items is NOT a key aspect of a Service Oriented Architecture system?
A. Tight coupling
B. Service Contract
C. Reusability
D. Statelessness
**Correct Answers: A**

3: Second generation Web Services are characterised by which one of the following characteristics?
A. Support for WS-* extension (or WS-* stack) web services
B. Support for Service Oriented Layers built on first generation Web Services
C. Support for SOA built using first generation Web Services technology
D. None of the above
**Correct Answers: A**

4: An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is a central component in a Service Oriented Architecture. Which of the following services is NOT usually provided by an ESB?
A. Message services
B. Management services
C. Search services
D. Interface services
**Correct Answers: C**

5: In what year was the Interstage product suite first released?
A. 1996
B. 1998
C. 2000
D. 2002
**Correct Answers: B**

6: The diagram below shows the structure of the Interstage Product Categories. The numbers in the diagram correspond to the category names given in the options below. Select the option in which the number in the diagram corresponds to the correct category name.
7: Which of the following functions relates to the "SOA Management and Governance" product category in Interstage V9?
A. Provides the asynchronous messaging and mediation services
B. Provides the Business Intelligence and Business Activity Monitoring
C. Provides the Web Services UDDI repository.
D. All of the above

Correct Answers: C

8: Which of the following Interstage products is part of the "SOA Management and Governance" product category in Interstage V9?
A. Interstage Application Server
B. Interstage Business Process Manager
C. Interstage Studio
D. CentraSite

Correct Answers: D

9: Which of the following statements is NOT true about Interstage Business Process Manager?
A. Interstage Business Process Manager can be used for human to human process management
B. Interstage Business Process Manager supports key Business Process functions
C. Interstage Business Process Manager provides a standards based architecture
D. Interstage Business Process Manager cannot be used to automate system to system process management

Correct Answers: D

10: Which of the following aspects of Interstage Business Process Manager is described by the following statement?
"Through the use of customizable adapters, Interstage Business Process Manager easily integrates with existing environments, and is designed to smoothly adapt to future environments as well."
A. Browser-based Process Modeling Environment
B. Modular, Standards-based Architecture
C. Full Analytics and Process Simulation
D. Broad Administration and Notification Capabilities

Correct Answers: B